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“Men, break one of this brat’s legs and toss him out of the hotel as punishment!” Horsen said coldly.

Those in the underworld prioritized their reputations the most. Anyone who caused trouble had to be dealt with harshly.

Otherwise, others would do the same, tossing some money at them and leaving after causing

trouble.

There was no way the Great Maned Tiger could suffer that embarrassment!

After Horsen’s order, two of his men started to walk toward Theodore with a smile.

“No…”

Theodore felt a chill in his heart. He suddenly had an idea in his head.

“Mister Drew, let me explain…”

“My subordinates might have been the ones to break the door, but the true cause of all this is that brat, Leon.

He caused this…”

Theodore pointed at Leon, pushing all the blame over.

In truth, he was right. Leon did bash his bodyguards and broke the door. Leon was responsible for that!

“A single hand can’t clap by itself! Break both of these brats‘ legs, then toss them out!” Horsen said after looking at Leon coldly.

Seeing as he was already in the hot seat, Leon could no longer maintain his silence. He stood up and said, Mister Drew, I was

definitely at fault with this. I’ll apologize to you.

“However, it’s just the door to a room. I’ll just pay you back for it. Surely you don’t have to break my leg just because of

something so minor? That’s too excessive!” Leon looked unhappy.

He met two of the Four Tigers in the last few days, and Horsen was the third.

The three of them were big figures in the underworld. Each of them was as tyrannical as the other, and none

of them were reasonable!

“Excessive? Who do you think you are to tell me that?! Even if I am, what can you do about it?!” Horsen smiled as he slammed

his palm on the desk. The study wooden desk suddenly had a clear handprint on it.

Everyone was shocked to see that.

That was something they would usually only see in movies or novels.

It was obvious how fearful they were to witness it in person!

If a wooden table could not withstand Horsen’s hand, then would it not shatter bones on someone’s body?!

Seeing that his palm stunned everyone, Hosen pulled his hands back, happy with his performance.

The underworld respected the strong. He loved the looks of respect from others!

“Brat, you’d better know your place. Otherwise, you won’t just have a broken leg!” Horsen said coldly.

A broken leg could be recovered after a period of rest. It was not that severe.

If Leon continued to challenge him, Leon would suffer an even worse Fate!

“Just with you? I don’t think you’re capable of that!” Leon said calmly.

Earlier, Horsen strike contained true energy. It revealed a power at the Intermediate Innate Stage.

If it was a few days ago, he would have been no match for Horsen.

However, he already broke through to the Peak Meditation Phase. His skills were already over the level of the Advanced Innate

Stage, and were not far away from the Peak Innate Stage.
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